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Abstract— Automatic face naming is playing many important roles in many real world applications. From a
collection of images, the aim of this method to give correct name to each face in the images. We introduce two new
methods to implement this technique. The goal of this method to give correct name to each face. We obtain our
objective of acquiring two discriminative affinity matrices from these weakly labelled images. In this paper, we
contemplated a way called low rank representation that successfully concerned with weakly supervised information to
determine a low rank reconstruction coefficient matrix. It will explore multiple subspace structures of the data. We
assert the correlative reconstruction coefficients interrelated to regenerate a face to the situation. A discriminative
affinity matrix can be gained from the implied reconstruction coefficient matrix. Besides, we provide a distance metric
learning method termed Principle Component Analysis by using weakly supervised information to get a
discriminating distance metric. Consequently, one more discriminating affinity matrix can be acquired based on a
distance metric of data by virtue of the similarity matrix. This similarity matrix is also called kernel matrix. This
kernel matrix is the second affinity matrix. After perceiving these two affinity matrices hold equivalent facts, we
merge them to form a fused affinity matrix. Using this affinity matrix we establish a new iterative proposal to figure
out the name of each face. By accomplished trails determine the capability of our technique.
Keywords—Distance metric learning, Affinity matrix, PCA (Principle Component Analysis) based distance metric
learning, Caption based face naming, low-rank-representation (LRR).
I. INTRODUCTION
Now a days popularity of social networking sites (e.g., Facebook), photo sharing websites (e.g., Flickr) and
news websites (e.g., BBC) increased day-by-day. In this an image may contain multiple faces or it may contain multiple
faces with caption on it is specifying who appears in the picture. For instance, in a news photo may contain multiple
faces with a caption that describes the news. This paper introduces a few methods that help face naming problem.

Fig.1 It is the illustration of face naming ,in which we aim to give correct name to each face.
Here, we focus on automatically detecting faces in images based on caption associated with it. Fig.1 shows the
illustration of face naming problem. The bold arrows between faces and names are used to show the ground-truth facename pairs, and dashed one shows the incorrect face-name pairs, where null means the ground-truth name of face is not
visible in the candidate name set. Before performing face naming, some preprocessing steps should be performed.
Specifically, face detectors are used to detect the faces in images and name entity detector is used to extract the names
from caption automatically. Here, candidate name set is used to denote the list of names that appear in caption.
Automatic face naming is a challenging task even after performing preprocessing tasks because the faces from same
subject may varies in poses, expressions and illuminations and candidate name set may be noisy and incomplete, So an
image may contain a name in the caption but it does not contain corresponding face and an image may contain a face in
the image, but does not contain the correct name in the caption. In an image, using one of the names in the candidate set,
or null, we can match the detected face (including wrongly detected ones).
In this paper, we introduce a new method for automatically annoting faces with caption based supervision. This
an iterative scheme for automatic face naming. We propose two methods to resolve this difficulty by getting two
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discriminative affinity matrices from these weakly labelled images. We further merged these two matrices to produce a
combined affinity matrix. To obtain first affinity matrix, we introduce a method termed low rank representation by
efficiently using weakly supervised information by exploring the subspace structure of data. LRR is used to construct
corresponding reconstruction coefficients. It is an unsupervised approach to exploring multiple subspace structures of
data.
To overcome the weakly supervised face annoting problem the image-level constraints are also considered. We
also put forward a distance metric PCA (Principle Component Analysis) by efficiently coping with indefinite labels of
faces. The principle of distance metric learning algorithms is, a point’s bad neighbour will be far from this point and
good neighbours will be closer to this point. The examples for distance metric learning algorithms are Large-margin
nearest neighbours (LMNN), Frobmetric, Metric learning to rank (MLR), ASML (Ambiguously Supervised Structural
Metric Learning), PCA (Principle Component Analysis) based distance metric learning. The distance metric learning
problem learns to optimize a distance function subject to fully or semi supervised information.LMNN and Frobmetric
will give accurate supervision without any ambiguity. ASML is related to traditional distance metric learning.
Additionally, we utilize the similarity matrix by means of distance metric between the faces as a separate affinity matrix.
With the merged affinity matrix by combining two matrices from LRR and PCA, we suggest an excellent scheme to give
the names of faces to improve face naming performance. The experiments conducted on a synthetic dataset clearly
demonstrate the effectiveness of the regularizer in LRR and PCA. In the experiments on two challenging real-world
datasets (i.e., the Soccer player dataset and the Labelled Yahoo! News dataset) clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of
our technique.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
P. Viola and M. J. Jones [1] depicts a face detection framework that is adequate of processing images
enormously in haste while attaining high detection rates. There are three key contributions. 1) The introduction of a new
image representation named “Integral Image”. 2) A simple and effective classifier which is assembled utilizing an
AdaBoost learning algorithm. 3) A way for integrating classifiers in a ”cascade”. We have introduced an approach for
face detection with minimum computation time and high detection accuracy. This method is fifteen times faster than
previous approaches. It is used for computing a rich set of image features using the integral image. All face detection
systems must operate on multiple image scales, in order to achieve true scale invariance.
T. L. Berg [2] present rather good face clustering is possible for a dataset of inaccurately and ambiguously
labelled face images. Our dataset contains images with a variety of poses, expressions, illuminations, and faces captured
in a variety of configurations with respect to the camera. Each face image is linked with a set of names, automatically
take out from the related caption. We cluster face images in suitable discriminant co-ordinates. We utilize clustering
method to smash ambiguities in labelling and recognize incorrectly labelled faces. A joining procedure, then detects
variants of names that mention the same individual.
Derya Ozkan and Pinar Duygulu [3] introduce a way to correlate names and faces for querying people in large
news photo collections. In the midst of these faces, there could be many faces interrelated to the asking person in
different conditions, poses, times and these faces will be more like to each other than to others. In this scheme, we
suggest a graph based scheme to locate the most alike subset amidst the set of possible faces linked with the querying
name. When the similarity of faces is signified in a graph structure, the set of most alike faces will be the densest
consistent in the graph. We show the resemblance of faces using SIFT descriptors.
G. Liu, Z. Lin and Y.Yu [4] suggest low-rank representation (LRR) to segment data illustrates from a union of
multiple linear subspaces. Given a set of data vectors, among all the candidates LRR learns the lowest rank
representation that shows all vectors in a dictionary as the linear combination of the bases. Unlike sparse representation
(SR) it will not compute the sparse representation of each data vector individually and find the lowest rank representation
of a collection of vectors jointly. LRR captures the global structure of data for robust subspace segmentation from
corrupted data.
Zinan Zeng et al [5] discuss the problem of learning classifiers from ambiguously labelled images. In a
collection of images contain same faces and it is associated with captions. We have to learn classifiers from these
ambiguously labelled images and generalize to new images. Here we have to make use of the information embedded in
the relation between samples and labels. First, we have to identify samples of same class from each image. Then
associate them across the image sets. The matrix formed by the samples from the same class would be low rank. We can
simultaneously optimize a partial permutation matrix (PPM) for each image. PPM is used to assign labels to samples in
training images. Then a standard SVM classifier can be used for unseen data.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Automatic face naming of weakly labelled images seeking discriminative affinity matrices from LRR (low rank
representation) and PCA (Principle Component Analysis) based metric learning method which is the traditional face
naming problem and due to some drawbacks we have introduced a new method by combining LRR and PCA. There are a
lot of images and each image contains multiple faces are also associated with multiple names, but we have to give correct
name to each face. The disadvantages of the existing system are discussed below. 1). Time taken for detecting face is too
long. 2). Automatic face naming is challenging task. 3). Noise and incomplete candidate set. From above all information
and literature survey, we have introduced two affinity matrices and combine them to form a fused affinity matrix which
solves the face naming challenges.
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A. Learning First Affinity Matrix From LRR (Low Rank Representation) Method
LRR was introduced and aims to explore the subspace structure in the given data X = [x1, x2. , xi],to solve the
subspace clustering challenge. The assumption of LRR is that the subspaces are linearly independent. LRR [2] learn a
reconstruction matrix W= [w1, . , wn]. Each wi denotes the representation of xi.. It uses X as the “dictionary”. The optimal
solution W* by solving (1) gives the reconstruction matrix between pair wise affinities between data samples. In noise
free case W*should be ideally blocked-diagonal, where W*i, j≠0 indicates the i and the j-the sample are in the same
subspace.
The optimization problem of LRR is as follows:
min||W||*+ʎ||E||2,1 s.t.X=XW+E
(1)
where λ > 0 is a trade off parameter, E is the reconstruction error, the nuclear norm ||W|| * is the sum of all singular values
of W,
n

||E||2,1=
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is a regularizer to get the reconstruction error E to be column-wise sparse. Similarly, in many real-world applications
such as face clustering, LRR has better results than the Sparse Subspace Clustering (SSC) [6] method [2], [7] and [8].

Fig.2 (a) W∗ according to the ground truth.(b) W∗ from LRR.
Given a set of data vectors, among all the candidates LRR seeks the lowest rank representation that shows all
vectors in a dictionary in which the bases are linearly combined. In this paper, we suggest low-rank representation (LRR)
to segment data from a union of multiple linear subspaces. Unlike sparse representation (SR) it will not compute the
sparse representation of each data vector individually. Also It finds the lowest rank representation of a collection of
vectors jointly. LRR captures the global structure of data for robust subspace segmentation from corrupted data.
From the coefficient matrix W∗ from LRR, we will get the first affinity matrix as,
AW = 1/2 (W∗ + W∗)
and normalize AW to the range [0, 1].
B. Learning Second Affinity Matrix From PCA (Principle Component Analysis) Based Distance Metric Learning
It is a statistical procedure that converts a set of correlated variables into a set of principle components. It is a
statistical approach. It is used for decreasing the number of variables in face recognition. every image in PCA (in the
training set) is eigenvectors are linearly combined by their weights. It is called eigenfaces. We will get covariance matrix
from the training image set. These eigenvectors are obtained from the covariance matrix. The weights are found out from
most relevant Eigenfaces.
The recognition process involves two steps:
1). The Initialization Process
Step 1: Get the initial set of face images. It is called as training set.
Step 2:Estimate the Eigenfaces from the training set, only highest gain Eigenvalues are taken.
Step 3: Projecting each face images onto this face-space after getting distribution in this M-dimensional space for each
known person.
2). The Recognition Process [10]
Step 1: The training set of face images is taken and to define the face space ,Eigen-faces are calculated .
Step 2: When a new face is encountered, a set of weights based on input image and M Eigenfaces is calculated by
projecting the input image onto each of the Eigen-faces.
Step 3: The image is determined to be faced or not by checking if it is sufficiently close to facespace
Step 4: If it is a face, the weight patterns are classified as either a known person or an unknown one.
The main idea of the PCA is to find the factors which is used for the distribution of face images within the entire
image space [9].
Mathematically, let the image denoted as I,
Image I: (N x N) pixels
Now the image matrix I of size (N x N) pixels is converted to the image vector Γ.Let the training is Γ
Training Set: Γ = [Γ1 Γ2 ... Γ M]
Γ is the training set of image vectors and its size is (P x M ) where M is the number of the training images.
Now the Mean face is calculated by the equation:
Mean Face: Ψ = 1/M

M


i 1

i
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is the arithmetic average of the training image vectors at each pixel point and its size is P×1.
Mean Subtracted Image: Φ = Γ – Ψ
is the difference of the training image from the mean image.
Difference Matrix: A = [Φ1 Φ2 ... ΦM ]
is the matrix of all the mean subtracted training image vectors and its size is (P×M).
M

Covariance Matrix: Χ = Α.ΑT =1/M

 
i 1

T
i i

is the covariance matrix of the training image vectors of size (P×P).
An important property of the Eigen-face method is obtaining the Eigen-vectors of the covariance matrix. For a
face image of size (N x N) pixels, the covariance matrix is of size (P x P), P being (N x N).On the other hand, Eigen-face
method calculates the Eigen-vectors of the (M x M) matrix, M being the number of face images, and obtains (P x P)
matrix using the Eigen-vectors of the (M x M) matrix.
Initially, a matrix Y is defined as,
M

Y= ΑT . A =1/M

 
i 1

i

T
i

which is of size (M×M).
The relation between eigenvectors and eigenvalues, is
ui= Avi
The M eigenvectors of L= AAT are used to find the M eigenvectors ui of Covariance Matrix that form our eigenface basis:
M

u i   viiT
i 1

keep only K eigenvectors. Next we have to project the training sample into the Eigenface space as,
Projection: wk=vk
is the projection of eigen vectors where k=1,2,3…,M’
Similarity matrix Ak is obtained at last
Ak=wk
C. Learning Fused Affinity Matrix
The coefficient matrix W∗ got from LRR, the first affinity matrix represented as,
AW = 1/2 (W∗ + W∗)
and normalize AW to the range [0, 1].
With the learnt distance metric wk from PCA, we can get the second affinity matrix as
Ak = wk,
where wk is a kernel matrix or similarity matrix.
For better face naming performance, we combine these two affinity matrices .It perform face annoting based on
the matrix of fused affinity matrix. The obtained affinity matrix A represented as,
A = (1 − α)Aw + αAk
where α is a parameter in the range [0, 1]. Finally, we perform the face naming based on A.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have suggested a new method for face naming, in which one image may contain multiple faces
and identify each faces in the image. So we introduced two new techniques. First, LRR offers a new regularizer to use
weak supervision information. Second, a new distance metric learning approach PCA using weak supervision
information.PCA is used to learn distance metric. Two affinity metrics can be obtained from LRR and PCA ,respectively.
We combine the two affinity metrics for face naming.LRR give better performance and our PCA is better than the
existing distance metric learning methods.
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